


JOIN THE FOXY
REVOLUTION
THE FUTURE IS FOXY



Why A Franchise?

Our economy runs on franchising! The Canadian
Franchise Industry generates $96 Billion every year.
Over 1.8 million Canadians, approximately 1 out of

every 10 working Canadians, are directly or
indirectly employed by the franchise industry.

Canada’s Franchise industry has enjoyed
consistently steady growth in the past five years,

and is expected to grow by another 3% in BC alone.
On average, new franchise businesses experience

higher success rates than individual startups
because of their proven business models and loyal

brand recognition.





Why a Foxy Box Franchise?

The Foxy Box business model is easy to
follow and scalable, providing our Foxy
Bosses with incredible potential for
growth and profitability! Armed with our
proprietary Foxy Box Waxing Technique
and our Magnetic Vibe, our franchise
partners get all the training and
resources needed to provide a fast, fun
and affordable service to their clients, in
order to grow their business quickly with
minimal risk!

Our company was founded on the belief
that feeling Foxy is not a luxury, but a
basic human right, and we want to share
this value with the world! We don’t see
waxing just as a means of hair removal…
we see it as a way of helping people feel
powerful in their skin. This is the Foxy
effect. We infuse this message in all our
marketing, in a fresh authentic voice
that people of all ages respond to! From
our logo, to our marketing campaigns, to
our website: we stand out, in the best
way possible.

1. WE’RE THE BEST AT BRAZILIANS,
AND BUSINESS IS BOOMING.

2. WE HAVE A BADASS BRAND THAT
BABES LOVE



RECESSION PROOF
CONCEPT1

ESTABLISHED
BUSINESS SINCE 20122

FROM 3 STORES IN 2020
TO 15 STORES TODAY3

LOCATIONS ALL
ACROSS CANADA4

ALL STORES ARE
STAFFED ADEQUATELY5

BUSINESS IS

FOXY BOX
TRACK RECORD

BOOMING



What We Stand For



We treat everyone with respect
and kindness and strive to leave

people feeling energized and
powerful ‘cause we believe that

feeling foxy is not a luxury….it’s a
basic human right.



WE'RE STRONGER
TOGETHER

Sisterhood is unstoppable and
we wholeheartedly believe

that our successes and
tribulations are intrinsically

linked. Our thoughts and
actions create a powerful

ripple effect in our lives, our
business, our community and

ultimately…the world.



It’s called a vagina people! We walk our talk,
speak our truth and are not afraid to say it

like it is. We believe honesty and transparency
are key assets to create credibility and trust.



A FOXY BOX IS A
KEY TO HAPPINESS

We give people
permission to not only
own their uniqueness

but to celebrate it loud
and proud!



We believe laughter is the quickest way to diffuse stress and make authentic
connections. It allows us to lighten up and not take anything (including

ourselves) too seriously. There’s nothing more magnetic than a person who can
laugh at themselves…after all…what’s the point if we’re not having fun, right?



It’s persuasive, it’s contagious, it’s impactful… AND when harnessed
positively, it has the power to transform anything and elevate anyone.

We believe our energy IS our impact.



people



your support network





Architect Design Fee

Professional Fees

Laser Lease

Initial Training

Grand Opening Advertising

Total

LOW END HIGH END

Training & Living Expenses
While Training

$7,000

$80,000

$3,250

$13,900

$3,900

$1,200

$3,500

$900

$4,300

$1,000

$50

$3,000

$2,100

$2,000

$15,000

$10,000

$40,000

$191,100

$20,000

$200,000

$10,000

$27,000

$7,000

$3,500

$10,000

$1,500

$11,000

$2,000

$250

$7,000

$3,500

$5,000

$15,000

$10,000

$40,000

$372,750

Budgeting

THESE ARE REAL NUMBERS, BUT
DON’T LET THEM STAND IN YOUR

WAY. IF YOU HAVE ANY
QUESTIONS ABOUT ACQUIRING
FINANCING, REACH OUT TO US.

WE’RE HERE TO HELP BABE!
 

$150,000 $250,000

$45,000 $45,000

$7000 $15,000

$300,000 $425,000


